
Improving quality of life
Thank you for purchasing the personalFloww®. You have now acquired a device 
that can make a huge contribution to your quality of life. The personalFloww® 
has been developed specifically to improve your quality of life in a wireless 
environment. The personalFloww® works like a transformer and converts 
electromagnetic radiation into natural body frequencies (the Floww® Field).

Experts confirm that the patented Floww Health Technology supports the 
preservation of peace and vitality in the human body. Thanks to the Floww® 
Field users often experience an increased vitality as soon as they start to use a 
Floww®-product.  Would you like to measure the effect of Floww on yourself? 
Sign up with research institute Soffos at www.soffos.eu (see also further on).

The personalFloww® comes in two sizes: Small and Medium. The medium 
version is more powerful than the small version and is mainly suitable for men 
and boys over 12 years. The small version is suitable for women and children 
under 12 years.

During the production and packaging of Floww®-products, environment- and 
human friendly materials are used where possible. 

Range of the personalFloww®

The personalFloww® creates a Floww® Field around the user. For effective 
operation the personalFloww® should be carried within a radius of 0.5 meter 
around your body.

Instructions for use of the personalFloww®

•  In daytime, wear the personalFloww® close to the body. For example in 
your bag or the pocket of your jacket, for women this could also be the bra.

•  At night, keep it under your pillow or place it on the bedside table. For 
optimal sleep, we recommend a homeFloww® set. This has been designed 
specifically for the home, the personalFloww® has been developed for use 
on the road.

•  For optimal performance, we recommend strict personal use of the 
personalFloww® during the first two weeks. Some people are highly 
sensitive to radiation, electrohypersensitive (EHS), or do not know 
whether they are. We recommend you to gradually build your use of the 
personalFloww® by alternately carrying it with you for an hour and then 
removing it for the next. 

•  For a gradual build-up, we also recommend you not to place the 
personalFloww® on your bedside table or under your cushion overnight 
immediately, but to wait up to two weeks.

Health report and scientific research
Each user can participate anonymously in scientific research into Floww 
Health Technology done by independent research institute Soffos. All 
participants receive  a free health report. For more information see www. 
soffos.eu or www.floww.com

RADIATION & CHILDREN
Experts
Experts assume that children are especially vulnerable to the potentially  
harmful effects of mobile and wireless networks on their health. Wireless 
technology has been introduced without clear knowledge of the long-term 
effects. Therefore, measures are being taken internationally.

Council of Europe
The Council of Europe adopted a resolution in 2011 which, among other things, 
recommends wireless internet and mobile phones to be banned from schools 
out of precaution. Floww organizes lectures in schools on children, young 
people and radiation. Are you interested in a lecture at your child’s school? 
Then please contact Floww International: info@floww.com

User tips and guarantee
For additional user tips, warranty provisions, a download of the brochure and 
instructions for use of all Floww®-products, see www.floww.com

PERSONALFLOWW®

Disclaimer
Floww®-products are not medicines. If you have physical complaints it is always advisable to contact your doctor. Floww®-products should only be used as indicated in the information material 
supplied by Floww® International. Because the long-term effects of wireless technology are unknown, Floww® International recommends you to reduce exposure where possible out of precau-
tion. In addition, we refer to our general terms and conditions. These can be downloaded from our website, www.floww.com.
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